Frequently Asked Questions
Is KooBits an online tuition?
No, KooBits is not an online tuition. There are no tutors or live lessons. It’s an online
platform that motivates kids to practise online consistently. Students are free to learn by
themselves for as long as they want. This is a powerful way of learning that boosts
knowledge retention and naturally leads to more practice sessions than traditional methods. In
fact, some parents told us that their kids ask them for more practice time with KooBits!
I already have a KooBits school account for my child, do I have access to KooBits
Science?
The school’s version does not have KooBits Science included. There are currently no plans to
add KooBits Science to the existing school plan.
When can I start to use KooBits Science after I have purchased?
Your KooBits Science account will be activated on 10 Aug 2022 for a one-year subscription
My child faces difficulty in expressing answers in proper scientific ways. How would
KooBits Science help?
One of the main difficulties children face is in expressing Science concepts in proper
scientific terms. They also tend to misunderstand or misinterpret certain Science concepts
when applied to different contexts.
For example, “like poles of magnets repel each other” vs “like poles of magnets reject each
other” – some children may not see a difference in the two ways of expressing, but
scientifically, it is not correct to say that the magnets reject each other.
Another example, “Spiders are insects” – some children may overgeneralise the animal group
of insects to also include spiders because spiders do look like insects. Misconceptions like
these are formed overtime, and can lead to loss of marks in exams if not corrected early.
KooBits helps children to get exposed to common misconceptions & keywords through bitesized video lessons. These lessons help them familiarize with these common challenges in a
more interactive way. And because these important concepts are delivered to them in a fun,
interactive and engaging manner, they retain knowledge a lot better than memorizing
textbooks. This will pay off during exams when they are more likely to recall these concepts.
My child is still in Primary 2. Is KooBits Science suitable for him/her?
KooBits Science is aligned with MOE science curriculum which starts from P3 onwards.
However, some parents find it useful to expose their child to science concepts before primary
3 so that they are better prepared for the next year. Please choose the child level at primary 3.

